Symmetry interplay in Brownian photomotors: From a single-molecule device to ensemble transport.
Unlike most of Brownian motor models in which the state of a point particle is described by a single scalar fluctuating parameter, we consider light-induced dichotomic fluctuations of electron density distributions in an extended molecule moving in the electrostatic periodic potential of a polar substrate. This model implies that the potential energy profiles of two motor states differ substantially and their symmetry is dictated by the interplay between the symmetries of the substrate potential and of molecular electronic states. As shown, a necessary condition for the occurrence of directed motion, the asymmetry of the potential energy profiles, is satisfied for (i) symmetric electron density distributions in molecules on asymmetric substrates and (ii) asymmetric electron density distributions in molecules on symmetric substrates. In the former case, the average velocity of directed motion is independent of molecular orientations and the ensemble of molecules moves as a whole, whereas in the latter case, oppositely oriented molecules move counterdirectionally thus causing the ensemble to diffuse. Using quantum chemical data for a specific organic-based photomotor as an example, we demonstrate that the behavior of molecular ensembles is controllable by switching on/off resonance laser radiation: they can be transported as a whole or separated into differently oriented molecules depending on the ratio of symmetric and antisymmetric contributions to the substrate electrostatic potential and to the molecular electron density distributions.